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THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP
OF AN ALGEBRAIC STACK
VINCENT ZOONEKYND
Abstrat. We dene the notion of fundamental group of an alge-
brai stak, prove a omparison theorem between the fundamental
group of a stak over C and that of the assoiated analyti orbifold,
show that this notion oinides with that dened with simpliial
shemes by [10℄ and nally prove some short exat sequenes in-
volving these groups.
1. Pointless fundamental groupoid of a topos
We shall rst reall some results from [7℄.
Denition 1.1. A groupoid is a ategory all of whose morphisms
are isomorphisms. As a group is a groupoid with a single objet, a
groupoid may onversely be seen as a group with several objets.
The lassifying topos of a groupoid G is the ategory of presheaves
on the opposite ategory: BG = GopSet; in partiular, the lassifying
topos of a group G is its ategory of (left) G-sets.
A progroupoid is a projetive 1-system (Gi)i∈I of groupoids, i.e.,
a funtor I Groupoids from a ltering ategory I; we shall often
denote it as  lim Gi.
A strit progroupoid is a progroupoid  lim Gi suh that
(i) the funtors Gi Gj indue bijetions between the sets of
objets ObGi ObGj;
(ii) for any objets X , Y , the funtors Gi Gj indue onto
maps HomGi(X, Y ) HomGj(X, Y ).
All our progroupoids will be strit.
The lassifying topos of a progroupoid  lim Gi is B  lim Gi :=
2-limToposBGi. (The supersript Topos indiates the 2-ategory in
whih the 2-limit is taken.)
Denition 1.2. Let T be a topos. An objet X is said to be on-
neted if whenever X = X1 ∐ X2, either X1 or X2 is a nal objet
(often denoted ∅). A onstant objet is a disjoint sum of opies of
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2 VINCENT ZOONEKYND
the nal objet ∗, i.e., it may be written IT =
∐
i∈I ∗ for some set I.
The topos T is said to be onneted if its nal objet is.
An objet F is said to be trivialized by an objet U if its restri-
tion F |U = (F × U U) is a onstant objet of the topos T /U . An
objet F is said to be loally onstant if the objets trivializing it over
the nal objet,
A Galois objet in a topos T is a onneted, loally onstant
objet Y suh that the morphism Y × (AutY )T Y × Y is an iso-
morphism.
A ategory C is said to be generated by a set of objets K ⊂ ObC
if for any objets x, y, for any distint morphisms f, g : x y, there
exists an objet z ∈ K and a morphism k : z x suh that fh 6= gh.
A Galois topos is a topos generated by its Galois objets.
We shall see that Galois toposes are exatly the lassifying toposes
of strit groupoids.
Denition 1.3. A topos is said to be loally onneted if it is gen-
erated by its onneted objets; this is equivalent to require that the
onstant objet funtor Set T have a left adjoint pi, whih we
shall all the onneted omponents funtor.
Denition 1.4. A projetive 2-system in a 2-ategory A is a 2-
funtor I A from a small ltering 1-ategory I. A projetive 2-
system of toposes is said to be strit if the inverse image funtors of
the topos morphisms involved are fully faithful.
Let A be a 2-ategory and B a (full) sub-2-ategory. A 1-morphism
f : A B to an objet of B is said to be 2-universal if for any
morphism g : A B′ to an objet of B, there exists a morphism
h : B B′ and a 2-isomorphism α : hf g suh that for any other
morphism h′ : B B′ and 2-isomorphism α′ : h′f g, there exists a
unique 2-isomorphism β : h h′ suh that
hf
α
βf
h′f
α′
g.
Theorem 1.5. Let T be a loally onneted topos.
(i) The full subategory SLCT of disjoint sums of loally on-
stant objets of T is a Galois topos and the inlusion funtor
SLCT T is the inverse image funtor of a topos morphism
T SLCT whih is 2-universal among morphisms to Galois
toposes.
(ii) The Galois toposes are the strit projetive 2-limits (in the
2-ategory of toposes) of lassifying toposes of groupoids.
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Remark 1.6. We shall need the following points of the proof of this
theorem.
(i) If R is a overing sieve of the nal objet ∗ of T (we shall
write: R ∈ J(∗)), denote LC(T , R) the full subategory of T
of the objets trivialized by the onneted objets of R: it is a
topos and the inlusion funtor LC(T , R) T is the inverse
image funtor of a topos morphism.
(ii) The toposes LC(T , R) are lassifying toposes of groupoids;
more preisely, if G is the groupoid of points of LC(T , R), i.e.,
the groupoid of topos morphisms Set LC(T , R) (and their
2-isomorphisms), then LC(T , R) ≈ BG.
(iii) The Galois topos SLCT is the projetive 2-limit of these
toposes:
SLCT ≈ 2-lim
R∈J(∗)
ToposLC(T , R).
2. Pointed fundamental progroupoid of a topos
The following lemma gives an expliit desription of the lassify-
ing topos of a progroupoid. In partiular, the onneted objets of
B  lim Gi are the (images of the) onneted objets of the various
BGi.
Lemma 2.1. Let G =  lim Gi be a strit progroup and S0 the ategory
whose objets are sets X endowed with an ation of one of the Gi (hene
of any Gk for k i), onneted as presheaves ( i.e., they have a single
orbit) and whose morphisms are
i
Hom
(
(X,Gi), (Y,Gj)
)
= HomGk(X, Y ) for all k j.
Then, the lassifying topos BG is equivalent to the ategory S of dis-
joint sums of objets of B0.
The same result holds for progroupoids.
Proof. This results from [7, 3.3.6℄, whih states that the projetive 2-
limit of a strit projetive system of lassifying toposes of groupoids
(strit means that the inverse image funtors are fully faithful: this is
the ase here) is the topos of sheaves on limCatBGi for the anoni-
al topology and from [7, 2.4.2, 2.4.3℄ whih proves that the ategory
obtained from limCatBGi by adding disjoint sums is a topos. 
Denition 2.2. A base point of a topos T is a topos morphism
Set SLCT .
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a loally onneted topos and P a set of
points of SLCT ( i.e., base points of T ), at least one in eah on-
neted omponent of SLCT . Let GR be the groupoid whose objets
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are elements of P seen as points of LC(T , R) and whose morphisms
are topos 2-isomorphisms Set LC(T , R) and let pi1(T , P ) :=
 limR∈J(∗)GR. Then pi1(T , P ) is a strit progroupoid and SLCT ≈
Bpi1(T , P ).
Proof. To simplify, one may assume that T is onneted. But as the in-
verse image funtors of the morphisms T SLCT or T LC(T , R)
preserve any deomposition ∗ = X1∐X2 and are fully faithful, SLCT
and LC(T , R) are also onneted. We may then assume that P is a
single point and that the GR are groups. We have LC(T , R) ≈ BGR,
thus SLCT ≈ Bpi1(T , P ).
The projetive system (GR)R∈J(∗) is learly ltering. It remains to
prove that the morphisms f : GR GR′ are surjetive: this will
ome from the fat that a group morphism f : G′ G is onto pro-
vided f ∗ : BG BG′ is fully faithful. Indeed, as G is a G-set,
one has then a bijetion G = AutGG AutG′ G = AutIm f G. But
an Im f -automorphism of G is entirely determined by a permutation
σ ∈ SG/ Im f of the orbits and by an automorphism of eah orbit; but
as the automorphism group of eah orbit is isomorphi to Im f , one has
AutG′ G = AutIm f G =
( ∏
G/ Im f
Im f
)
⋊SG/ Im f .
But as G AutG′ G is a bijetion, one easily sees that Im f = G. 
Remark 2.4. By abuse of notation, we shall write pi1T instead of
pi1(T , P ) when P is the set of all base points of T .
Remark 2.5. All this may be generalized to pronite groupoids in the
following way. Let T be a loally onneted topos.
A nite objet is an objet of the form IT for some nite set I,
i.e., it is a disjoint sum of a nite number of opies of the nal objet.
A loally onstant nite objet is a loally onstant objet F suh
that whenever U trivializes F , the restrition F |U is nite. A nite
Galois objet is a loally onstant nite Galois objet. A nite
Galois topos is a topos generated by its nite Galois objets.
The full subategory SLCFT of disjoint sums of loally onstant
nite objets of T is a nite Galois topos and the inlusion funtor
SLCFT T is the inverse image funtor of a topos morphism; this
topos morphism is 2-universal among those to nite Galois toposes.
If we let LCF(T , R) denote the ategory of disjoint sums of loally
onstant nite objets of T trivialized by the onneted elements of a
sieve R, then SLCFT = 2-limR∈J(∗) LCF(T , R).
A nite groupoid is a groupoid whose hom-sets are nite. A pro-
nite groupoid is a ltered strit projetive system of nite groupoids.
The nite Galois toposes are the strit projetive 2-limits of lassifying
toposes of nite groupoids.
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A pronite base point of T is a topos morphism Set SLCFT .
If P is a set of pronite base points of X , at least one in eah onneted
omponent of SLCFT , and if GR is the groupoid whose objets are
elements of P seen as points of LCF(T , R) and whose morphisms are
topos 2-isomorphisms Set LCF(T , R) , then pi1(T , P ) :=
 limR∈J(∗) is a strit nite progroupoid and SLCFT ≈ Bpi1(T , P ).
If C is a Galois ategory and F : C set a ber funtor (see [4℄),
then the ategory of disjoint sums of objets of C is a onneted nite
Galois topos and F indues a pronite base point, still denoted F , then
pi1(T , {F}) is the pronite fundamental group of C.
A quotient groupoid of a groupoid G is a groupoid morphism f :
G H suh that f indues a bijetion between the sets of objets of G
andH and suh that the maps HomG(x, y) Hom(fx, fy) be surjetive
for all x, y ∈ ObG. The pronite ompletion of a groupoid G is
the progroupoid Ĝ of its nite quotients, the pronite ompletion of a
progroupoid is the progroupoid of the nite quotients of its omponents.
One may hek that pi1T is the pronite ompletion of pi1T .
3. Fundamental group of a stak
By stak, we shall mean DeligneMumford stak [2℄, [13℄, unless
otherwise speied. The following proposition enables us to apply the
preeeding theory to dene the fundamental group of a stak.
Proposition 3.1. The topos of étale sheaves on an algebrai stak is
loally onneted.
Proof. The rst lemma shows that it is generated by onneted shemes,
the seond that these are onneted as sheaves. 
Lemma 3.2. Let F G be two distint morphisms of étale sheaves
on an algebrai stak X. Then, there exists a onneted sheme V , an
étale morphism V X (enabling us to see V as a sheaf on X) and
a morphism V F suh that the two morphisms V F G be
distint.
Proof. There exists an étale morphism U X suh that the maps
FU ≃ Hom(U,F ) Hom(U,G ) ≃ GU be distint. If (Ui)i∈I are
the onneted omponents of U , then the maps
∏
Hom(Ui,F )∏
Hom(Ui,G ) are distint, hene there exists i ∈ I suh that the maps
Hom(Ui,F ) Hom(Ui,G ) be distint. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a stak and U X an étale morphism from a
onneted sheme. Then U is onneted as an étale sheaf on X.
Proof. Let U X be an étale morphism from a onneted sheme U ,
seen as a presheaf T HomX(T, U) on Xét, whih is atually a sheaf.
Assume U = F1∐F2 and let us prove that either F1 = ∅ or F2 = ∅.
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1. It sues to prove that for any Y X in X
ét
and for any
geometri point x of Y , one has (F )x = ∅. Indeed, { p
∗ : Sh Y
Set where p is a geometri point of Y } is a faithful family of ber fun-
tors on ShY , thus
{ ShX
f∗
ShY
p∗
Set where Y
f
X ∈ X
ét
and
p is a geometri point of Y }
is a faithful family of ber funtors on ShX .
2. If x is a geometri point of U , then Ux = ∗ and Ux = (F1)x∐(F2)x,
thus (F1)x = ∗ and (F2)x = ∅ (or the onverse).
3. If x : Spec k U is a geometri point of U suh that (F1)x = ∗
and (F2)x = ∅, and if x
′ : Spec k′ U is a geometri point of U above
x, i.e.,
Spec k′
x′
Spec k x U,
then there are maps Ux′ Ux, (F1)x′ (F1)x and (F2)x′ (F2)x,
thus (F2)x′ = ∅ and (F1)x = ∗. As a result, the ondition (F1)x = ∗
and (F2)x = ∅ does not depend on the hoie of a geometri point x
above a given point x0 ∈ X .
4. The ondition (F1)x = ∗ and (F2)x = ∅ is open. Indeed, if
(F1)x 6= ∅, the, as (F1)x = limF1(V ), there exists V U étale suh
that F1(V ) 6= ∅, and thus (F1)y 6= ∅ for any y in the image of V U
(whih is open). Similarily, the ondition (F2)x = ∗ and (F1)x = ∅
is open, thus the ondition (F1)x = ∗ and (F2)x = ∅ is losed. As
U is onneted, one has ∀x ∈ U (F1)x = ∗ and (F2)x = ∅ (or the
onverse).
5. Let V X be an objet of X
ét
and x : Spec k V be a geometri
point of V . In the following diagram, the bold arrow are étale
Ux U ×
X
V
p
Spec k x V U
X.
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One may identify Ux with the set of points y of U ×X V over x.
U ×
X
V
Spec k
y
x V U
X
As the deomposition U = F1 ∐ F2 is preserved by pull-baks, Ux =∐
y∈Ux
Uy gives (F2)x =
∐
y∈Ux
(F2)y. But if y ∈ Ux, one has a map
(F2)y (F2)p(y) = ∅, thus (F2)y = ∅. 
Remark 3.4. This result also holds for the topos of étale sheaves on
Artin staks.
Remark 3.5. One may also dene the pronite fundamental group
of a stak X using étale overings, i.e., nite étale stak morphisms
Y X instead of loally onstant nite sheaves: see [14℄.
4. Comparison theorem
We shall now ompare the fundamental group of a stak over C and
that of the assoiated (generalized) orbifold.
Denition 4.1. A groupoid in a ategory C (with nite projetive
limits) is the datum of two objets G1 and G0, and of morphisms s, t :
G1 G0,m : G1×s,G0,tG1 G1, e : G0 G1 and i : G1 G1 suh that,
for any objet T , (Hom(T,G1),Hom(T,G0), s, t,m, e, i) be a groupoid,
where the maps s, t,m, e, i are respetively soure, target, omposition,
identity and inverse. A topologial groupoid is a groupoid in the
ategory of topologial spaes.
An étale groupoid is a topologial groupoid whose soure mor-
phism (and hene, all of whose struture morphisms) is étale. A
proper groupoid is a topologial groupoid suh that the morphism
(s, t) : G1 G0×G0 be proper. One may also onsider étale or proper
groupoids in the ategory of shemes.
A generalized orbifold is an étale proper groupoid (see [9℄ for the
notion of orbifold).
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a stak of nite type over C and R U
a presentation of X. The groupoid R(C) U(C) is étale and proper.
We all it a (generalized) orbifold assoiated to X.
Proof. The groupoid is learly étale and properness results from [6,
3.22℄. 
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Denition 4.3. An equivariant sheaf on an étale groupoidG1 G0
is a sheaf F on G0 and a morphism α : G1 s×
G0
F F suh that
G1 ×
G0
G1 ×
G0
F
1×α
m×1
G1 ×
G0
F
α
G1 ×
G0
F α F
F = G0 ×
G0
F
e×1
G1 ×
G0
F
α
F
G1 ×
G0
F
α
F
G1 b G0.
Equivalently, one may require that (pr2, α) : G1 × G0F F be the
soure and target maps of a groupoid suh that
G1 ×F F
G1 G0
be a groupoid morphism.
The equivariant sheaves and their morphisms form a topos, denoted
Sh(G1 G0).
The fundamental groupoid of an étale groupoid G1 G0 is de-
ned to be
pi1(G1 G0) := pi1Sh(G1 G0).
Remark 4.4. [13℄ shows that if R U is a presentation of a stak X ,
then ShX ≈ Sh(R U).
Remark 4.5. As there is an equivalene of ategories between the
ategory of overings of an orbifold and that of étale overings of one
of its presentations, this denition generalizes that of the fundamental
group of an orbifold [12, 13.2.5℄.
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a separated algebrai stak, loally of nite
type over C, suh that there exists a surjetive étale and nite mor-
phism U X from a sheme. We let R U be the groupoid dened
by this morphism. Then one has
pi1X ≈ pi1
(
R(C) U(C)
)
.
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Proof. We shall identify loally onstant nite étale sheaves on the
groupoid R U with its equivariant étale overings. It sues to
show that the funtor
SLCFSh(R U) SLCFSh
(
R(C) U(C)
)
R ×
U
F
pr2
α
F
f
R
s
t
U
R(C) ×
U(C)
F (C) F (C)
f
R(C) U(C)
(1)
is an equivalene of ategories.
Let (F, f, α) and (F ′, f ′, α′) be two étale overings of R U . Let
us rst show that the map
Hom
(
(F, f, α), (F ′, f ′, α′)
)
Hom
(
(F (C), f(C), α(C)), (F ′(C), f ′(C), α′(C))
)(2)
is onto. Indeed, any ϕ0 : F (C) F
′(C) with f(C) = f ′(C) ◦ ϕ0 is of
the form ϕ0 = ϕ(C) for some ϕ : F F
′
with f = f ′ ◦ ϕ (see [4, XII
5.1℄); further, as the diagram
R(C) ×
U(C)
F (C)
α
1×ϕ
F (C)
ϕ
R(C) ×
U(C)
F ′(C)
α′
F ′(C)
ommutes and as that the funtor{
Sch/C Top
X X(C)
(3)
is faithful, we see that the diagram
R×
U
F
α
1×ϕ
F
ϕ
R×
U
F ′
α′
F ′
ommutes. The faithfulness of (3) also implies that the map (2) is
one-to-one. Hene, the funtor (1) is fully faithful.
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The funtor (1) is essentially surjetive. Indeed, if
R(C) ×
U(C)
F (C)
1×f0
pr2
α0
F (C)
f0
R(C)
s
t
U(C)
is an equivariant étale over of R(C) U(C), then by [4, XII 5.1℄
there exists an étale over f : F U suh that F (C) ≃ F0 (we shall
thus identify F (C) and F0) and f(C) = f0. As U X is nite, so is
(R×U F )(C) ≃ R(C)×U(C) F0 U(C) and thus by [4, XII 5.1℄ there
exists α : R ×U F F suh that α(C) = α0. One may then show as
above that (F, f, α) is an equivariant overing, again from the fat that
(F0, f0, α0) is one and the fat that the funtor (3) is faithful. 
5. Simpliial shemes
We shall now show that our notion of fundamental groupoid of a
stak oinides with that of [10℄.
Denition 5.1. Let ∆ be the ategory of simplies, i.e., the ate-
gory whose objets are the sets [n] = {0, . . . , n} and whose morphisms
are nondereasing maps, and ∆n the full subategory of ∆ ontaining
[0], . . . , [n].
Let T be a loally onneted topos and denote by pi its onneted
omponents funtor.
A simpliial objet in T is a funtor ∆op T ; we shall denote
∆opT the ategory of simpliial objets of T . The restrition funtor
∆opT ∆opn T has left and right adjoints, alled nth skeleton and
oskeleton denoted Skn and Coskn.
A hyperovering is a simpliial objet X• suh that the morphisms
X0 e
Xn+1
(
Coskn(X•)
)
n+1
be epi.
If I is a set and X an objet of T , set I ⊗X :=
∐
i∈I X. If I• is a
simpliial set ans X• a simpliial objet, set I•⊗X• := (n In⊗Xn).
A strit homotopy between two morphisms f, g : X• Y• is a
morphism [1] ⊗ X• Y• whose restritions to [0] ⊗ X• = X• are f
and g. We all homotopy the equivalene relation generated by strit
homotopy. We denote HRT the ategory of hyperoverings of T and
their morphisms up to homotopy. One may show that (HRT )op is
ltering [1℄.
Finally, let H denote the ategory of CW-omplexes and their mor-
phisms modulo homotopy (whih may be seen as a ategory whose
objets are simpliial sets) and pro-H the ategory of its proobjets.
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Denition 5.2. The homotopy type of a loally onneted topos T
is
{T } :=  lim
Y•∈HRT
piY• ∈ pro-H .
Its fundamental groupoid is
pi1{T } :=  lim
Y•∈HRT
pi1piY•
(with the same onvention as in remark 2.4 for the omission of base
points).
Proposition 5.3. If T is a loally onneted topos, then
Bpi1{T } ≈ SLCT .
Proof. One has
Bpi1{T } = Bpi1  lim
U•∈HRT
piU• by the denition of {T }
= B  lim
U•∈HRT
pi1piU• by the denition of the fundamental
group of a pro-simpliial set
= 2-lim
U•∈HRT
Bpi1piU• by the denition of the lassifying
spae of a progroup
≈ 2-lim
U•∈HRT
LC(T , U0) from [1, 10.6℄
≈ 2-lim
R∈J(∗)
LC(T , R).
To prove the last equivalene, it sues to show that any sieve R is ner
than a sieve generated by a single objet U0. One may be tempted to
set U0 =
∐
(U→∗)∈R U , but this oprodut need not be small. Instead,
as there exists a set K ⊂ ObT , generating T , one may set
U0 =
∐
C∈K suh that
C→∗ fators
through a (U→∗)∈R
C.

6. Short exat sequenes
Theorem 6.1. Let T be a onneted loally onneted topos, x a point
of SLCT and F : SLCT Set the orresponding ber funtor. Let Y
be a Galois objet of SLCT .
(i) The ategory SLCT /Y is a Galois topos and a point a ∈
F(Y ) denes a ber funtor SLCT Set.
(ii) The funtor{
SLCT (SLCT )/Y
X (X × Y Y )
indues a topos morphism (SLCT )/Y SLCT .
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(iii) There is a short exat sequene
1 pi1(Y, a) pi1(T , x) Aut Y 1.
Proof. One may assume that T is the lassifying topos of a progroup
and that F is the forgetful funtor G-Set Set. The following lemma
identies G-Set/Y as the lassifying topos of a subprogroupoidH of G,
thereby proving (i) and (ii).
Lemma 6.2. Let G be a progroup, Y a onneted G-set, a ∈ Y and H
the stibilizer of a. Then, there is an equivalene of ategories
G-Set/Y ≈ H-Set.
Proof. Consider the funtor{
G-Set/Y H-Set
( Z
pi
Y ) pi−1({a}).
Let Z and Z ′ be objets of G-Set/Y . The map
HomY,G(Z,Z
′) HomH
(
pi−1
(
{a}
)
, pi′−1
(
{a}
))
is injetive, beause a morphism f : Z Z ′ is entirely determined
by its ber fa. Indeed, as Y is onneted, for any z ∈ Z, there exists
g ∈ G suh that pi(z) = g · a, thus f(z) = f(gg−1 · z) = g · f(g−1 · z)),
for g−1 · z ∈ pi−1({a}).
To show that the map is onto, let fa : pi
−1({a}) pi′−1({a}) be an
H-morphisms and set f(z) = g · fa(γ
−1 · z) if pi(z) = g · a. This is well-
dened, for if pi(z) = g · a = g′ · a, then g−1g′a = a thus h = g−1g′ ∈
H , but as fa is H-equivariant, h
−1fa(g
−1 · z) = fa(h
−1g−1z), thus
gfa(g
−1z) = g′fa(g
′−1z). Further, the map f is equivariant: g′ · f(z) =
g′g · fa((g
′g)−1 · g′z) = f(g′ · z).
Our funtor is thus fully faithful. As for essential surjetivity, let U
be an H-set and dene a G-ation on Y × U as follows: for all y ∈ Y ,
hoose γy ∈ G suh that y = γy · a (one may set γa = 1) and set
g · (y, u) = (g · y, γ−1gy gγyu). This is learly a G-ation and the ation
of H on the ber is the desired one. 
The following lemma shows that pi1(Y, a) is a normal subgroup of
pi1(T , x) and identies the quotient, thereby establishing (iii). 
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a progroup, Y a Galois G-set, a ∈ Y and H
the stabilizer of a. Then, the subprogroup H is normal and there is an
isomorphism
G/H ≃ Aut Y.
Proof. Let us rst assume that G is a group. As Y is Galois, the map
Ψ :
{
Y × AutY Y × Y
(y, ϕ) (y, ϕ(y))
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is bijetive so we may dene
Φ :
{
G AutY
g ϕ suh that Ψ(a, ϕ) = (a, g · a).
This map is onto: as Y is onneted, an automorphism ϕ ∈ AutY
is entirely determined by ϕ(a), but there exists a g ∈ G suh that
ϕ(a) = g · a, thus ϕ = Φ(g). This map is learly a group morphism
and its kernel is readily seen to be H .
In the ase G =  lim Gi is a progroup, one has short exat sequenes
1 Hi Gi Aut Y 1
thus, by [5, I.8.9.2℄,
1 H G Aut Y 1.

Corollary 6.4. Let X be a onneted sheme, G a nite group ationg
on X and x a geomerti point of X. Then, there is a short exat
sequene
1 pi1(X, x) pi1([X/G], x) G 1.
Proof. Let us apply the theorem to T = SLCFSh(G×X X), the
topos of disjoint sums of G-equivariant étale overings of X and the
objet Y = G×X , where the ation of G and the morphism Y X
are {
G× Y Y
(h, g, x) (gh−1, hx)
pi :
{
Y X
(g, x) g · x
To prove that G = Aut Y , remark that the one-to-one morphism
Φ :

G AutY
h Φ(h) :
{
Y Y
(g, x) (h−1g, h · x)
is onto: indeed, if ϕ ∈ Aut Y , x ∈ X , as ϕ is an automorphism over X ,
one may write ϕ(1, x) = (h−1, h · x) with h ∈ G: thus ϕ and Φ(h)
oinide at a point (1, x) of Y , hene on the onneted omponent
{1} ×X , hene on its orbit Y .
To show that Y is Galois, it sues to remark that
Y ×
X
(AutX) = {(g, h, x, y) ∈ G×X ×G×X : g · x = y}
Y ×
X
Y = {(g, h, x, y) ∈ G×X ×G×X : g · x = h · y}.
Finally, as T /Y ≈ SLCFShX , the short exat sequene of the
theorem
1 pi1T /Y pi1T G 1
reads
1 pi1X pi1[X/G] G 1.
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
Remark 6.5. The same result holds for staks quotiented by a nite
group.
Corollary 6.6. Let X be a onneted quasi-ompat algebrai stak
on a eld k, let k¯ be a separable losure of k and let x be a point
of X¯ = X ⊗k k¯. Then, one has a short exat sequene of pronite
fundamental groups
1 pi1(X¯, x) pi1(X, x) Gal(k¯ : k) 1.
Proof. By lemma 6.7, for eah Galois extension k′ : k, X⊗kk
′
is a Galois
objet in SLCFShX and the short exat sequene of the theorem reads
1 pi1(X ⊗k k
′) pi1(X) Gal(k
′ : k) 1,
thus, from [5, I.8.9.2℄,
1 lim
k′:k
pi1(X ⊗k k
′) lim
k′:k
pi1(X) lim
k′:k
Gal(k′ : k) 1,
but lemma 6.8 identies the rst term, yielding
1 pi1(X ⊗k k
′) pi1(X) Gal(k¯ : k) 1
as desired. 
Lemma 6.7. Let X be a onneted algebrai stak over a eld k. Then
X ⊗
k
k′ X is Galois. and Gal(k′ : k) ≃ AutX(X ⊗k k
′)
Proof. Let s, t : R U be a presentation of X , SpecAi ane open sets
overing U , SpecBijk ane open sets overing s
−1 SpecAi∩t
−1 SpecAj .
An automorphism ofX⊗kk
′
overX indues automorphisms of Spec k′⊗k
Bijk over SpecBijk and of Spec k
′⊗kAi over SpecAi, ompatible with s
and t; eah of these uniquely determines an automorphism of k′ over k,
but as the groupoid R U is onneted, it is always the same auto-
morphism of k′ : k.
To show that X ′ is Galois, just ompute:
X ′ ×
X
X ′ =
(
X ×
Spec k
Spec k′
)
×
X
(
X ×
Spec k
Spec k′
)
= X ×
Spec k
(
Spec k′ ×
Spec k
Spec k′
)
= X ×
Spec k
(Spec k′ ×Gal(k′ : k)) for k′ : k is Galois
= X ×
Spec k
AutX(X ⊗k k
′).

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Lemma 6.8. Let X be a onneted algebrai stak over a eld k, with
a quasi-ompat presentation, and let k¯ be a separable losure of k.
Then, there is an isomorphism of pronite groups
pi1(X ⊗k k¯) ≃  lim
k′:k nite
Galois extension
pi1(X ⊗k k
′).
Proof. It sues to prove that any étale overing of X¯ = X⊗k k¯ omes
from a overing of X ′ = X ⊗k k
′
for some nite Galois extension k′ : k.
Let s, t : R U be a presentation of X , with R and U quasi-ompat,
let α : R×U¯ F F be an equivariant étale over of R¯ U¯ , let SpecAi
be a nite number of open ane sets overing U , let SpecBij be a
nite number of open ane sets overing α−1 SpecAi. The morphisms
F U¯ and α may be written, loally,
Spec
Ai ⊗ k¯[x1, . . . , xni ]
(fi,1, . . . , fi,ni)
SpecAi ⊗ k¯,
SpecBij ⊗
Ai
Ai ⊗ k¯[x1, . . . , xni ]
(fi,1, . . . , fi,ni)
Spec
Ai ⊗ k¯[x1, . . . , xni ]
(fi,1, . . . , fi,ni)
and only involve a nite number of elements of k¯: thus, F is dened
over the nite Galois extension generated by these elements. 
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